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THE GENERAL IZED PETERSEN GRAPH G(24, 5) 
H. S. M. COXETER 
Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada M55 I A 1 
Abst rac t - -The  symmetric trivalent graph with 48 vertices has a group of automorphisms of order 288 
with the presentation 
82 = 0.3 = (8p)2 = (80.)2 = (0.p)2 = 1, p4~0. .  
The three involutory elements Rj = o.p, R2 = 0.-'p0.-', R3 = 00. generate one subgroup of order 48, 
while 
T, = 60 , "1"2 = 0.-~p80., T~ = p~ 
generate another. In either case the generators can be represented as colored edges of the graph. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Petersen graph, which has 10 vertices, is sometimes denoted by G(5, 2) because it can be 
drawn as a regular star-pentagon {5/2} inside an ordinary pentagon {5}, with corresponding 
vertices joined. Frucht, Graver and Watkins[5, p. 212] generalized this to G(n, d), whose 2n 
vertices belong to polygons {n} and {n/d}. If this graph is to be vertex-transitive and edge- 
transitive, there are just five possible values for n/d: 
5/2, 8/3, 10/3, 12/5, 24/5. 
Thus the most complicated graph of this kind is G(24, 5). When suitably edge-colored, it serves 
as the Cayley diagram for the unimodular group GL(2, 3) of order 48[2, p. 111], generated by 
involutions RI, R2, R3 such that 
RtR2R3Rj = R2R3RjR 2 = R3RIR2R3. 
The same graph, differently colored, serves as the Cayley diagram for a less familiar group of 
the same order 48, whose three generating involutions T~, T2, T3 satisfy 
(T2T3) 2 = (T3TI) 2 = (TIT,_):. 
Both these presentations were used by R. M. Foster in 1966, as alternative ways to describe 
the symmetrical trivalent graph with 48 vertices, whose group of automorphisms has order 288. 
2. THE PART IAL  PLANE 8~ 
The unimodular group GL(2, 3), of order 48, is the group of 2 by 2 matrices of determinant 
- 1 over the field GF[3], that is, the group of projective and antiprojective collineations in the 
partial plane 83 which is derived from the affine plane AG(2,  3) by omitting the origin and the 
4 incident lines[3, p. 230]. One way to generate it is by the 3 involutions 
which satisfy the presentation 
R~ = l ,  RIR2R3R t = R2R3RIR 2 = R3RIR2R 3. (2.1) 
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Fig. 1. 
With this choice of generators, GL(2, 3) has the Cayley diagram shown in Fig. 1, which 
is based on the graph G(24, 5) in the notation of Frucht, Graver and Watkins. (Starting at any 
vertex of the graph, we can trace the paths R~R2R3Rj, R2RaRtR2 and see that they both take us 
to the same other vertex.) As the three R's all behave alike, it is natural to seek a matrix S, of 
period 3, that will transform each Rv into the preceding one, in cyclic order, so that R2 = SR~S- l 
and R 3 = S - IR IS .  The extended group that includes S is denoted by 2[8]3 or 3[8]2, because 
it has the presentation 
R 2 = S 3 = 1, (RS)  4 = (SR) 4, (2.2) 
where R is any one of the Ro. These relations imply (RS) h = 1, where h = 24[2, pp. 95, 106, 
158]. From 2.1 we easily deduce 
s i: 01] 
Since this matrix belongs to GL(2, 3), it transforms that group by an inner automorphism, and 
the extended group 2.2, of order 3 x 48 = 144, is 
2[8]3 ~ ~3 x GL(2, 3) (2.3) 
[2, p. 107]. Thus GL(2, 3) itself has the alternative presentation 
R 2 = S 3 = 1, (RS) 4 = (SR) 4 = Z, Z 6 = 1 (2.4) 
in terms of 
[o lo] [1 Ol] R = and S = 1 ' 
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3. ROTATION GROUPS IN 4 DIMENSIONS 
When each point (Xo, x,, x2, x3) of Euclidean 4-space is represented by a quaternion 
x = :co + x~i + x2j + x3k, 
any motion keeping the origin fixed appears as a quaternion transformation x --+ dxb or, more 
concisely, 
~xb 
where a and b are fixed quaternions ofunit norm[2, pp. 67-78] and 6 is the quaternion conjugate 
of a. Any finite group of direct orthogonal transformations can be described by the combination 
(L/Lx; R/Rx) 
of four finite groups of quaternions (cyclic, dicyclic or binary polyhedral)[4, pp. 50-57] such 
that L/LK ~ R/R,:. 
One such group of motions, of order 144, is 
2[8]3 ~ ( 6~2/66; (4, 3, 2)/(3, 3, 2)) (3.1) 
[2, p. 101 (§10.8)], which is Du Val's No. 8 with m = 3. In the form 2.2, it is generated by 
motions R and S (the R 3 and R2 of [2, (10.71)]) which are 
ix(i + k)/ 'x/2 and e'~i/3x(1 + i + j + k)/2. 
The subgroup GL(2, 3) is generated by R and its transforms by S-*~; thus the R~, R2, R3 of 2.1 
can be represented by the half-turns 
ix(j  + k ) /~ ,  ix(k + i)/N/2, ix(i + j) / 'x/2. (3.2) 
It is interesting to compare these with the half-turns 
ixi, ix j ,  ixk 
which generate the 'Pauli' group (2, 2, 2)2, of order sixteen[3, p. 221]. 
4. A NEW ROLE FOR THE GRAPH G(24/5) 
Figure 2 shows a different coloring for the same graph G(24/5). Tracing paths along its 
edges, we see that the 3 colors represent generators Tj, 7"2, T312, pp. 93 (Ex. 4), 173] which 
satisfy the relations 
7~ = 1, (T2T3) 2 = (T3T,) 2 =(TIT:) 2. (4.1) 
To verify that no further elations are needed, we must ensure that the group so presented has 
order 48. Accordingly, we investigate the subgroup of index 2 generated by the products 
I = T2T3, J = T3T~, K = T, T2, 
which satisfy 
12 = jz  = K 2, I JK = 1. (4.2) 
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Since these relations hold for 
I =-o i ,  J =-o j ,  K=-ok ,  
where o, of period 3, commutes with i, j, k. This[l, p. 377, §11] is the group 
( -2 ,  -2 ,  2) ~ (3 × (2, 2, 2) (4.3) 
where (2, 2, 2) is the quaternion group of order 8 whose elements are --- 1, - i ,  ---j, ---k. Thus 
the order of 4.2 is 24, and that of 4.1 is 48, in agreement with the number of vertices of the 
graph. 
We shall soon see that, when represented asmotions in 4-space,/i,  T2, T3 are the half- 
tums 
ix(j - k)/V'2, jx(k - i)/V'2, kx(i - j ) /V2 ,  (4.4) 
whose products in pairs are - ixa,  - jxa ,  -kxa ,  where 
a = (1 + i + j + k)/2, (4.5) 
as in [2, p. 76]. For, since -k j ixa 3 = ( -1 )x ( -1 )  = x, these products atisfy the relations 
4.2. Hence the group 4.1 of order 48 is 
((2, 2, 2)/(2, 2, 2}; (3, 2, 2)/(3, 2, 2)), 
the 'central product' of (2, 2, 2) and the dicyclic group (3, 2, 2) of order 12 (with an unusual 
choice of generators). This is Du Val's No. 10 with m = 3 and n = 2. 
Since the three T's can be permuted, we may introduce an extra motion S, of period 3, 
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which transforms each Tv into the preceding one in cyclic order, so that /'2 = ST~S-~ and 
T3 = S-~T~S. The extended group that includes S has the presentation 
S 3 = T 2 = (S - ITST)2(STS-~T)  2 = 1, (4.6) 
where S is dxa and T is any one of the T~, say i x ( j  - k ) /V~.  This group, of order 3 x 48 = 144, 
is thus seen to be 
((3, 3, 2)/(3, 3, 2); {3, 2, 2)/(3, 2, 2)), 
the central product of the binary tetrahedral group (3, 3, 2) ~ SL(2 ,  3) and the dicyclic group 
(3, 2, 2)[2, p. 80]. This is Du Val's No. 14 with m = 3. 
Since 4.6 has an automorphism of period 2 which interchanges S and S-~ while leaving 
T invariant, we can derive a group of 288 by adjoining an involuntary element R, which yields 
the presentation 
R 2 = S 3 = T 2 = (RS) 2 = (RT)  2 = (S -WST)2(STS- IT )  2 = 1 
or, since 
(S - ITST)2(STS-  IT)2 = (RSRTST)2(STRSRT)  2 = (RST)4S(TS - IR)4S-1, 
R 2 = S 3 = T 2 = (RS)  2 = (RT)  2 = 1, (RST)4~ ~ S. (4.7) 
In terms of new generators B = RST and C = (ST) -~,  we have 
R = BC,  S -- B2C 2, T = CB2C 2 
and the presentation becomes 
(BC) 2 --- (B3C2) 2 m (B2C3) 2 = 1, B 4 < > C 2, (4.8) 
implying B 24 = C t2 = l. 
It is interesting to compare this with the group [4 + 4, 3] of order 96, in which B 4 ~ ~ C 
and B ~ = 113, p. 243 (8.1)]. 
Since the graph G(24, 5) (without colors) has 72 edges and is 2-regular, its group of 
automorphisms has order 22 x 72 = 288, and can thus be indentified with the above group 
4.8. Frucht, Graver and Watkins[5, pp. 217-218] derived the equivalent presentation 
82 = 0.3 = (89)2 .= (80- )2  = (0 .p )2  = 1, 94<........2 cr (4.9) 
from 2.2 by defining p = S-  ~R = (RS) - J ,  0. = S and adjoining an involutory element 8 which 
transforms p and 0. into their inverses. This can be reconciled with 4.7 by putting 
p = RST,  8 = RS,  0. = S; R = tyS, S = tr, T = 8p. 
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